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Lattice strain is a useful and economic way to tune the device performance and is commonly present in
nanostructures. Here, we investigated for the first time the exciton spectra evolution in bent ZnO
microwires along the radial direction via high spatial/energy resolution cathodeluminescence spectroscopy
at 5.5 K. Our experiments show that the exciton peak splits into multi fine peaks towards the compressive
part while retains one peak in the tensile part and the emission peak displays a continuous blue-shift from
tensile to compressive edges. In combination with first-principles calculations, we show that the observed
NBE emission splitting is due to the valence band splitting and the absence of peak splitting in the tensile
part maybe due to the highly localized holes in the A band and the carrier density distribution across the
microwire. Our studies may pave the way to design nanophotonic and electronic devices using bent ZnO
nanowires.

Z
inc oxide (ZnO), a typical II-VI semiconductor with a wide band gap of 3.3 eV, has recently attracted a great
deal of attention due to its great potential applications in optoelectronics and piezoelectric devices1–4. As an
archetype material for the new emerging field called nanopiezotronics, bent ZnO nano/micro wires have

also aroused considerable attention and present tremendous opportunities for testing our understanding of
condensed matter physics and application-driven research with lattice strain continuously tuned from tensile
to compressive across its diameter5–12. Recently, a huge number of experimental and theoretical studies have been
devoted to understanding the band structure, optical properties, and novel behavior of bent ZnO nano/micro
wires. Han et al. observed a bending induced red-shift trend in cathodeluminescence (CL) measurements along
the axial direction and attributed their observations to electronic-mechanical coupling6. Yan et al. observed a
similar red-shift while they explained their results based on the suppression of the phonon-exciton coupling10.
Despite enormous efforts aimed at understanding the valence band of ZnO and tailoring its properties through
strain, the effects of strain on band structure and optical properties have not been clearly interpreted yet. In
particular, the nature of the fine structure of the valence-band maximum in ZnO is still under debate after more
than half a century’s discussion13. On the other hand, lattice strain is commonly present in nanostructures during
preparation and is a useful and economic way to tune the device performance by modulating the band struc-
ture14,15. Few reports so far have been focused on the fine structure or the band structure evolution as a function of
local strain in nanoscale. Therefore, it is highly important to investigate the exciton spectra and electronic band
structure evolution as a function of nanoscale local strain in bent ZnO microwires along the radial direction.

In this study, we demonstrate for the first time the exciton spectra evolution with the continuously tuned lattice
strain along the radial direction of bending ZnO microwires using high spatial and energy-resolution CL mea-
surements at 5.5 K, which allow us to divide the curved ZnO microwire into tens of nanoscale sections across its
diameter and point by point probe the local exciton spectra along a series of radial cross-sections. The near-band-
edge (NBE) emission displays a continuous blue-shift as the CL spectra were collected gradually from the tensile
to compressive part. Interestingly, the NBE peak splits into multi fine peaks towards the compressive part while
remains one emission peak in the tensile part. In combination with first-principles calculations, we show that the
observed NBE emission splitting is due to the valence band (A, B and C band) splitting and the absence of peak
splitting in the tensile part maybe due to the highly localized holes in the A band and the carrier density
distribution across the microwire. We further show that the observed blue-shift is due to C band evolution
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and the corresponding deformation potentialLE=LeC (the slope of
the band energy (E) vs. the uniaxial strain (ec)) was achieved.

Results
ZnO microwires were synthesized via a chemical vapor deposition
method reported elsewhere16. The ZnO microwires were dispersed
onto a silicon wafer coated with a thin film of Au (10 nm)/Ti
(40 nm) and bent with the help of the glass tip under an optical
microscope. It is noted that such a bending deformation is elastic
because the bent wire will relax to its original straight form after
release of the fixed ends. Figure 1(a) shows a representative scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of a bent ZnO microwire with a
diameter (defined as the long diagonal of hexagon) of 1.32 mm grown
along the direction of [0001], which can be verified by the hexagonal
structure shown in Figure 1(b). It is worth noting that the bending
stress varies along the axial length of the wire. The straight positions
near the two fixed ends are nearly strain-free. As the radius of curv-
ature decreases, the stress increases accordingly. At a given cross-
section of the bent part, the outer part is under tensile strain and the
inner part under compressive strain along the radial direction, and
such a continuous tensile to compressive strain distribution along its
diameter is ideal to address the evolution of the electronic band
structure with varying strain.

To study the evolution of NBE emission with the local strain
distribution, series of CL spectra at liquid helium temperature were
collected step by step along the radial direction across the diameter
of the ZnO wires at interesting cross-sections with scan step
size ,100 nm, as illustrated in the schematic presentation in
Figure 1(c). The scan step size of 100 nm is chosen for the consid-
eration of both the interaction volume of the incident electron beam
and the exciton diffusion length in ZnO. An electron beam acceler-
ated at 10 kV voltage was used to achieve the optimum spatial reso-
lution with the best signal-to-noise ratio, which results in the
effective interaction region of electron beam in ZnO being
,100 nm (with 90% power in this interaction volume, as supported
by Monte Carlo simulation17). As the exciton diffusion length in ZnO
at low temperatures is ,100 nm18, the exciton emission peaks can
clearly reveal the evolution of the band structure with strain by using
scan step of ,100 nm.

To accurately compare and identify the NBE emission peaks, the
evolution of CL spectra with temperature was analyzed in a strain-
free microwire as a reference, as shown in Figure 2(a). At ,145 K,
two peaks at 3.295 eV and 3.223 eV are clearly observed, which can

be assigned to first-order longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon replicas
of free-excitons (FXA) (FXA-1LO) and second-order LO-phonon
replicas of FXA (FXA-2LO), respectively19. As the temperature is
reduced, the positions of FXA-1LO and FXA-2LO show a blue-shift
to higher energies, which is consistent with the increase of band-gap
in ZnO with decreasing temperature following the Varshni for-
mula20. Moreover, the CL intensity of the donor-bound exciton emis-
sion decreases with increasing temperature due to the thermal
dissociation. At 145 K, the donor-bound exciton emission peak is
mixed with the FXA-LO peak and can not be distinguished. The
absent of FXA peak and the dominant FXA-LO peak can be attributed
to the strong exciton-phonon interactions caused by surface defects,
which have been reported in ZnO film with rough surface21. As the
temperature is decreased to ,5.5 K, only one emission peak is dom-
inant which becomes increasingly sharp (,9 meV in full width at
half maximum (FWHM)) with the energy centered around 3.362 eV,
corresponding to the bounded exciton A (D0XA)19. The detailed NBE
peaks of the ZnO wire at ,50 K and ,5.5 K are shown in the
Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2 with logarithmic y-axis,
respectively. It is recently shown by M. Grundmann et al. that ZnO
microwires exhibit bulk-like properties with very narrow exciton
emission linewidths (,1 meV)22. Here, the observed large FWHM
of D0XA can be understood as following. As shown in Fig. S3, the
D0XA peak has several shoulders. Through multi-peaks fitting to this
peak, at least four peaks were obtained. These closed transition lines
may cause the peak broadening. Moreover, possible residual strain in
our straight microwire may also broaden the D0XA peak.

  

2 μm

Figure 1 | Schematic setup and SEM image of the ZnO microwire.
(a) SEM image of an elastically bent ZnO microwire. The two ends are

strain-free, and the stress increases with the decrease of the bending

curvature radius. (b) SEM image shows the hexagonal structure of the ZnO

microwire. (c) The schematic presentation of CL line scan across the cross

section of a bent microwire.

Figure 2 | Temperature dependent CL spectra of strain-free ZnO
microwire and line scan CL spectra in bent ZnO microwires along the
radial direction. (a) Temperature dependent CL spectra of strain-free

ZnO microwire from 145 K to 5.5 K. (b) SEM image of a bent ZnO

microwire for CL line scan. The white arrows indicate the positions and the

line scan directions for CL measurements. (c) Line scan CL spectra

obtained from positions indicated by white arrows in (b). From top to

bottom the individual CL spectrums were obtained point by point along

the radial directions across the bent ZnO microwire from tensile to

compressive edges.
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Systematic CL spectra were investigated at 5.5 K point-by-point
at several radial cross-sections of the bent ZnO microwires.
Figure 2(b) indicates 3 representative radial cross-section positions
marked ‘‘I’’ to ‘‘III’’ with white arrow lines in the bent microwire,
each position with a different bending curvature radius. Figure 2(c)
shows individual CL spectra taken from the wire in the three
locations indicated by the white arrows in Figure 2(b). The
arrangement from the top to bottom corresponds to point-by-
point CL measurements from the tensile to compressive edges in
step of 100 nm. Along the radial cross-section marked ‘‘I’’ with
very small strain, only one intensive peak (FWHM ,9 meV) is
observed. Although the peak broadens a little (,3 meV) in the
compressive part, no splitting of NBE emission peak can be
observed. Interestingly, along the position ‘‘II’’ with larger strain,
the NBE emissions still exhibit one intensive peak in the tensile
part and show an obvious blue shift from the outer side to the core
(from tensile to neutral part) of the ZnO microwire. Moreover, the
NBE emission splits into two distinct peaks and shows a significant
and continuous blue shift with increasing deformation towards the
compressive side. Along the most bent position ‘‘III’’, the emission
peak further splits into three fine peaks towards the compressive
part (the peaks plotted with logarithmic y-axis are shown in Figure
S4), and shows the largest blue shift ,29 meV compared to the
core position. Figure 3(a) shows the 3-dimensional presentation of
the CL spectra as functions of the photon energy and the positions
along the diameter cross-section (at position III) relative to the
core of the bent ZnO microwire. It was shown recently that uni-
axial tensile and compressive strains were symmetrically distribu-
ted with respect to the neutral mid-plane in a bent ZnO
microwire7. Thus, we can plot the energy position evolution of
the three excitonic peaks as a function of strain in Figure 3(b).
The strain value e along the radial direction for a given cross

section of the bent microwire is determined by e~rk, where r is
the radial distance apart from the middle-plane of the cross-sec-
tion, k is the local curvature at the cross section of the bent ZnO
wire. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) clearly demonstrate that engineering
the lattice strain is an effective way to control the optical properties
and electronic structure of ZnO. Tens of bent ZnO microwires
were studied and similar experimental results were observed (See
Supporting Information Figures S5–S8).

In order to determine the dissociation energy of the observed
excitons, temperature dependent CL measurements were performed
at two different positions with a compressive strain of 20.7% for a
bent ZnO microwire. Figure 3(c) shows the temperature dependent
CL spectra. One can see from Figure 3(c) that there are two peaks
(marked as D0XA and D0XB) with an energy difference around
15 meV at low temperature. The CL intensity of D0XA and D0XB

decrease with increasing temperature and disappear at temperature
above 80 K and 100 K respectively. Interestingly, their peak posi-
tions are almost temperature independent which may suggest that
the exciton peak position for bent microwire is mainly dominated by
the bent strain, thus may benefit the devices based on the bent
microwire. Figure 3(d) shows the integrated intensity for D0XA

and D0XB as a function of 1/T. The activation energy (ET) for
D0XA and D0XB can be obtained by fitting the curves with
I Tð Þ~I0= 1zCexp {ET=kBTð Þ½ �, where I0 is the emission intensity
at 0 K, C is a constant, and kB is Boltzmann constant. The fitting
results (solid lines in Fig. 3(d)) give ET as 7 meV and 8.6 meV for
D0XA and D0XB, respectively, corresponding to the thermal energies
of 81 K and 100 K. One can clearly see that the activation energy
difference (1.6 meV) for D0XA and D0XB is significantly smaller
than their peak splitting (15 meV) which indicates that the NBE
emission splitting is not due to the additional donor-bound excitons
which involves the holes from the same valence band. Thus, their

Figure 3 | Emission photon energy as a function of strain and temperature dependent CL spectra of a bent ZnO microwire. (a) The 3-D curves of the

relationship between NBE peaks and radial positions (strain) as well as the photon energy, which shows the evolution of the peak position and FWHM

more clearly. It is another kind of presentation of that shown in Fig. 2(c) III. (b) The emission photon energy extracted from the center of the CL peaks as a

function of strain. (c) Temperature dependent CL spectra of a bent ZnO microwire. (d) Respective integrated intensity for D0XA and D0XB as a function of

1/T.
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transitions involve the holes from two valence bands and the energy
separation between excitions reflects the energy separation between
respective valence bands.

In order to understand the observed CL spectra under different
bending deformations, we have calculated the band structures with
varying uniaxial tensile/compressive strain ec along the c axis for bulk
ZnO as the ground exciton states have the same ordering as the top
valence band13. Figure 4 (a) shows the band structures for an ideal
bulk ZnO without strain from the LDA1U calculations. One can see
from the inset in Figure 4 (a) that there are three exciton series
derived from a Zn 4s-like conduction band and O 2p-like valence
bands and are labeled A, B, and C from the top to the bottom,
regardless of their symmetry character. Each band is twofold degen-
erate at C point. The band splitting between the A–B exciton and the
B–C exciton are 11 meV and 9 meV respectively. Figure 4 (b) sum-
marizes the simulated band gaps corresponding to the A, B, and C
bands as a function of strain, where the positive ec refers to uniaxial
extension along the c axis and the negative one corresponds to uni-
axial compression. One can clearly see that the valence band splitting
crucially depends on the strain levels and our simple bulk simula-
tions are in reasonable agreement with the experimental observa-
tions presented in Figure 3(b). In the strain range from 0 to 0.5 %, A,
B, and C bands are close to each other. According to the simulations,
at zero stain, the energy splitting between A–B bands is larger than
the resolution of the system. However no splitting of NBE emission
peak has been observed. Peak broadening due to bent strain and the
weak emission from B excitons may impede a clear distinction

between A–B bands. The splitting of the A–B and B–C bands
increase as the strain decreases to negative values. When the splitting
between the A–B bands is distinguishable, two peaks can be seen
from the CL measurements. Further decreasing the negative strain,
the band splitting between the B–C bands is large enough to distin-
guish and three peaks appear in the CL spectra. Moreover, the
deformation potential of LEC=LeC calculated from the slope of the
curve of the energy of C band vs. the uniaxial strain (ec) is 21.6 eV
from our theoretical simulations, which is between the values
obtained from our experiments LEC=LeC (21.46 eV) and
Dietrich’s experiments LEA=LeC (22.0 eV)7. We would like to point
out that in our LDA1U simulations, the bandwidth for the valence
band is around 4.8 eV which is 10% smaller than the experimental
value (5.3 eV)23. The difference between the experiment and calcula-
tions can be reduced with LDA1GW method24,25. We also per-
formed calculations for a ZnO nanowire with a diameter of
0.97 nm (See Figure S10). Similar results have been obtained which
suggests the feasibility to design nanophotonic and electronic devices
using bent ZnO nanowires.

By calculating the effective mass of holes in the valence bands and
considering its continuous variation with varying strain, we can
identify the band evolution from compressive to tensile strain.
There is a crossover for the three valence bands under tensile strain,
as shown in Figure 4(b). As the strain is increased towards positive
values, the B band becomes the top band, which agrees well with the
experimental observation that the emission peaks in the tensile seg-
ment are evolved from the C band because the band splitting between

Figure 4 | Simulated band gaps as a function of strain, calculated fine structures near C point in ZnO with 1% tensile strain and schematic carrier
density distribution across the microwire. (a) Calculated band structures for ideal bulk ZnO without strain from the LDA1U calculations. To compare

with the experiments, all calculated conduction bands were shifted up 1.921 eV. Inset: magnifying the fine structures at the top of the valence bands. (b)

The simulated band gaps corresponding to the A, B, and C bands as a function of strain. (c) The calculated fine structures at the top of valence bands near

C point in ZnO with 1% tensile strain. (d) Schematic carrier density distribution across the microwire.
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the B–C bands cannot be resolved from CL measurements, as clearly
shown in Figures 2(c), 3(a) and 3(b). The theoretical calculations also
show that the EA–C also increases with increasing tensile strains for
strain larger than 0.5%; however, no emission peak splitting was
observed experimentally in the tensile segment. As shown in
Figure 4(c), the heavy-hole band (A band) is below the B and C bands
under 1% tensile strain and there is a very flat curvature at the top of
the A band near C point. Therefore, the holes in the A band are less
mobile and the efficiency of generating a D0XA exciton between the A
band and conduction band is very small, which may result in only
one emission peak observed in the tensile part. Furthermore, one can
see from Figure 4(b) that the band gap of ZnO decrease with increas-
ing tensile strain while the band gap is almost constant in the com-
pressive part. Thus, for a bent ZnO microwire, electrons density will
be high in the tensile side, as shown in Figure 4(d). Under the excita-
tion by electron beam, the electron concentration in the tensile part
of the ZnO wire will be extremely high and the Fermi level may be
lifted into the conduction band, as shown in Figure 4(d). In this
condition, only the electrons in the top valence band (C band) can
be effectively excited into the conduction band under the electron
beam excitation and left holes in the C band which may also result in
only one emission peak from the electron-hole recombination in
tensile part.

Discussion
We have experimentally and theoretically demonstrated that engin-
eering the lattice strain is an effective way to control the optical
properties and electronic structure of ZnO. To the best of our know-
ledge, we investigated for the first time the exciton spectra evolution
in bent ZnO microwires along the radial direction via high spatial/
energy resolution CL spectroscopy at 5.5 K. Our experimental
method allows us to divide the curved ZnO microwire into tens of
nanoscale sections across its diameter and point by point probe the
local exciton spectra along a series of radial cross-sections. We show
that the exciton peak splits into multi fine peaks towards the
compressive part while retains one peak in the tensile part and the
emission peak displays a continuous blue-shift from tensile to com-
pressive edges.

In combination with first-principles calculations, we show that the
observed NBE emission splitting is due to the valence band splitting.
Our calculations further show that the highly localized holes in the A
band and the carrier density distribution across the microwire may
result in the absence of peak splitting in the tensile part. We further
clarify that the observed blue shift is due to C band evolution and
the corresponding deformation potential LE=LeC of 21.6 eV was
achieved. Our results shed new light on the strain engineering of
ZnO materials and may pave the way to design nanophotonic and
electronic devices using bent ZnO nanowires.

Methods
Sample preparation. ZnO microwires were synthesized via a chemical vapor
deposition method. The ZnO microwires were dispersed onto a silicon wafer coated
with a thin film of Au (10 nm)/Ti (40 nm). To bend the ZnO microwires, wires with
diameter larger than 1 mm and length up to hundreds of micrometers were chosen
and one end of the microwires was firstly fixed to the substrate using silver paste. The
other end was manipulated using a glass tip under an optical microscope and then
fixed with sliver paste to keep the wire in a curved shape and strained state after
removing the glass tip.

Measurements. The CL spectrum measurements were performed in an
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI Quanta 200) with a Gatan
MonoCL31 system and a liquid helium stage using an accelerating voltage of 10 keV.
The slit width can be chosen from 0.01 to 5 mm. Using a 1200 lines/mm grating and
the silt width with 0.02 mm, the system has a spectral resolution of 0.05 nm.

First-principles simulation. The band structure calculations were performed using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package26. We employed the projected augmented
plane wave method27 and the valence configurations of 3d104s2 for Zn and 2s22p4 for O
were used. The so-called local-density-approximation (LDA) with on-site Coulomb
interaction (U) has been used to calculate the electronic structure28. For the LDA1U

simulations in this work, we use U 5 6.0 eV and J 5 0 eV29,30. A cut-off energy of
500 eV has been used for geometry optimization and energy calculations. 53533
and 1531539 Monkhorst–Pack k-point grids were applied to sample the Brillouin
zone for geometry optimization and energy calculations, respectively. We use the
lattice parameters c0 5 5.20 Å, c0/a0 51.58 to calculate the electronic structure of ideal
bulk ZnO, and the u value obtained from geometry optimization is 0.383. To simulate
the effect of uniaxial tensile/compressive strain ec along the c axis, we scale the lattice c
parameter with c~c0 � 1zecð Þ and lattice a parameter is calculated by
a~a0 � 1{ec � vð Þ, where u is the Poisson’s ratio. In present simulations, a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.417 is used31,32.
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